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ติดตั้งเครื่องกําเนิดไฟฟาเหนี่ยวนํา โดยเสนอกรณีของเครื่องกําเนิดไฟฟาเหนี่ยวนําสองชนิด ไดแก 
เครื่องกําเนิดไฟฟาเหนี่ยวนําชนิดกระตุนตัวเอง และเครื่องกําเนิดไฟฟาเหนี่ยวนําชนิดจายสองดาน 




ของเครื่องกําเนิดไฟฟาเหนี่ยวนํา เขียนโปรแกรมโดยใช MATLAB ระบบทดสอบ 15 บัส 34 บัส 
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 This thesis presents study and development of power flow modeling and 
optimization of induction generators. These models are used for steady-state power 
flow calculation in power distribution systems in which the induction generators are 
connected to serve load. In general, induction generators can be categorized into two 
types: (i) Self-Excited Induction Generator (SEIG) and (ii) Doubly-Fed Induction 
Generator (DFIG). Each type is also represented mathematically by two proposed 
models of power (PQ) and admittance (Y). The simulation frame work was developed 
under MATLAB programming environment. The developed models were used in 
association with steady-state power flow calculation based on the well-known 
Newton-Raphson iterative method to characterize effects of induction generators on 
electrical power network. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed models, 15-
bus, 34-bus, 69-bus, 85-bus test feeders and the 10th feeder of Nakhon Ratchasima 2 
substation were used as the test systems. Problems of optimal location of induction 
generators were considered in this thesis. Voltage stability index was applied to 
identify the weakest bus of the systems. The weakest bus was one of optimal locations 
to install the induction generator. Also, after locating the site of the induction 
generator to be installed, the next step is to find the optimal rating of the generator. 
This problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem and be solved 
 ค
by genetic algorithms. Simulation results showed that installing the induction 
generators in the electric power distribution system can improve voltage profile, 
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